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Sing of this land of our hopes and our dreams.

Rich harmonies of races and creeds

Join in the chorus from sea unto sea:

Where the whale's ancient lullaby meets the
song of the wind in the whis'ring pines, All our voices come together always singing,

"Land of tomorrow, your time has come."
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voix ensemble chantent et rechantent,
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Sing! Sing of new birth, Sing of the
earth, sings of great mountains that reach for the sky.

Proud cities swell, vast plains do.
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tell Of the promise and hope for the future that
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O Canada, O Canada,
Pro té gera,
lies In the loon's time less melody,
In the
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O Canada, Canada, Canada, Canada,
pro té ge ra,
cry of an eagle that's soaring free.
All our
O Canada! We stand on guard for--
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